Engineering Project Management
System for SUTL
Outcome Delivering IT Company

“Strategically this solution helped in addressing lot of our operational issues” says the
customer for the committed services delivered by TalentPace.
Headquartered in Singapore, SUTL is one of Asia's foremost

Customer Profile

conglomerates with a presence across 18 different markets. Since
1968, the privately-held group has grown rapidly, riding on
Singapore's expansive years as an entrepot centre. Over the years,
leveraging on its entrepreneurial insights and knowledge, SUTL has
partnered with some of the best-loved brands in the world and
worked with them to navigate through the region's complex and
challenging market conditions. From humble beginnings, SUTL has
grown itself into an international enterprise covering several
industries in Asia.
SUTL decided to revamp the existing business application with

Business Scenario

an Integrated financial, manufacturing, production, inventory and
pricing information using a common platform.
The new system must be an Easy-to-access, real-time visibility
for all designated SUTL staff.
Greater overall production efficiency and cost control, as well as
faster, more accurate pricing and quotations.

TalentPace had given an attractive proposition to streamline

Solution Delivered

business processes using a bespoke solution within the
customer cost constraints.
Automated ERP functionality across financial, manufacturing,
production, scheduling, estimation and CRM on a single
platform.
Moving from an average costing system to a standard costing
system to recover full cost of materials, labor and machine time.
Successfully countered the challenges with our well established
delivery model, methodologies and end to end application
development lifecycle as per the CMMI framework.
Designed and delivered sophisticated workflow solution using
java and Open Source solution for the web application whilst at
the same time developing the mobile/tablet based applications to
serve both IOS and Android users.
Easy, real-time access to integrated information delivered great

Business Benefits

efficiency, more accurate estimates and costings.
Standard

costing

functionality

gives

management

better

understanding of performance and profit.
The strategic implementation enabled SUTL to sustain continued
growth and expansion while driving higher levels of operating
performance.
Helped SUTL witnessing improved accuracy, reliability and
efficiency of operations. Empowered associates to perform
self-service functions through paperless processes.
Provided great control and visibility with proper escalation
mechanism and time to time notifications of the process.

Java

Technologies

MySQL
Ionic for both Android and IOS.
HTML5/CSS3
Web Services

Their forward thinking and knowledgeable team
established TalentPace as an important technology partner
for us. TalentPace solution helped us enhancing our
services efficiency and provided seamless interactions
between heterogeneous application portfolios. We look
forward to working with them to improve our online
presence.
Lee Kean Boon
IT MANAGER
SUTL, SINGAPORE

About TalentPace
TalentPace is a leading new generation information technology and global consulting services company delivering IT enabled solutions to the
customers from across the geographies. Deep industry experience combined with customer centric approach makes TalentPace a remarkable
partner in successful business outcomes. Our strong commitment and demonstrable capabilities TalentPace always delivered measurable and
sustainable services to our customers. For more information, please visit www.talentpace.com or write to us at info@talentpace.com
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